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A. Tosh and Sons is the most trusted name when it comes to vintageA. Tosh and Sons is the most trusted name when it comes to vintage
tea supply in India. It is the largest bulk tea and tea supply in India. It is the largest bulk tea and private label teaprivate label tea
suppliersupplier with logistics spanning 50 countries. A.Tosh & Sons, first with logistics spanning 50 countries. A.Tosh & Sons, first
started his journey in 1880 by Ashutosh Ghosh and now we are a fifth-started his journey in 1880 by Ashutosh Ghosh and now we are a fifth-
generation family-owned tea supplier and exporter. Today A.Tosh &generation family-owned tea supplier and exporter. Today A.Tosh &
Sons has one of the best facilities in India for tea blending, packing,Sons has one of the best facilities in India for tea blending, packing,
and storing. Tosh's teas and The Hillcart Tales are the primary teaand storing. Tosh's teas and The Hillcart Tales are the primary tea
brand by A.Tosh which has a strong presence within distinguishedbrand by A.Tosh which has a strong presence within distinguished
business organizations and brands. We served as a wholesale teabusiness organizations and brands. We served as a wholesale tea
supplier, private label tea supplier, white-label tea packaging, customsupplier, private label tea supplier, white-label tea packaging, custom
tea bags & packaging, and a major loose tea exporter in India.tea bags & packaging, and a major loose tea exporter in India.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/atosh-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/atosh-
sons-10922sons-10922
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